
FROM YOUR FELT PACK

 ‘Apple Orchard in Spring’ 
set up beforehand: A blue or 
green felt background, white 
clouds, orange sun, green 
grass and trees – a main 
brown trunk and smaller 
brown branches – plus a 
couple of small green ovals 
on them for the first leaves

 For your child: Small green 
ovals for the spring leaves 
and small white circles for 
the blossom

 Images of spring from 
YMW21

 Pictures of your child’s 
finished picture from CM3 
and CM4 (optional)

15–20 minutes

GREEN LEAVES AND APPLE BLOSSOM

Note: In YMW21, you had pictures of spring which you can use here when talking to your child about it. If you are 
doing Caterpillars and Butterflies, you also have two other sessions on the topic of spring – one this month (YMW26) 
and one next (YMW27). If you are doing Pre-Butterflies and Butterflies, you already had a session on spring (YMW27) 
in Month 6, so you can refer back to that as you wish. 

If you can and it’s the appropriate time of year, take your child to look at trees with breaking leaf buds before the 
session. It may also be possible for you to put a small cut branch with leaf buds in water, and watch the leaves 
unfolding over a period of a few days. 

Green Leaves:

Look at the ‘Apple Orchard in Spring’ background you have set up and talk about it. Remind your child that they 
have seen the apple orchard before (show them photos if you have them); the first time there were green apples on 
the trees, then, in autumn, the apples ripened and there were juicy red apples on the trees; then the leaves changed 
colour and fell off the trees and the branches were bare all winter. Now it is spring, and things start to change again. 
Ask your child if they can see anything changing on the bare branches. Use questions to focus and direct attention 
until they comment that there are some leaves (green ovals) on the branches. 

Explain that these are the very first leaves of the spring. Talk about what happens in spring, and how it differs from 
winter. For example how it’s not as cold, the sun shines more brightly, the days are starting to get longer, daffodils 
are growing, the leaf buds are starting to open on the trees. Use your images from YMW21 if you wish.

Ask your child if they can show you how to transform the apple trees, to show that spring has arrived. They may 
suggest using the green ovals. If they are unable to suggest this spontaneously, show them the ovals; if they still do 
not know what to do, show them how to put some leaves (green ovals) on the branches. Allow them to work 
independently as far as possible, prompting them to cover all the branches with green leaves (ovals) only if 
necessary (see photo top right).

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can use the construction material functionally i.e. they know what the white circles and 
green ovals represent, and where and how to use them.
Your child can work independently to transform an apple orchard.
Your child can use a given procedure to add leaves and then blossom to apple trees.
Your child can take part in a group discussion and volunteer answers to your questions.

To develop curiosity and creativity
To complete and transform a picture of an apple orchard in spring 
To use a given procedure to add a feature (green leaves and apple blossom)
To recognise seasonal changes (winter to spring)
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Apple Blossom: 

Distract your child for a second and secretly add a couple of white circles to the first tree as in the image above.

Explain to your child that now something very special is going to happen – there will be white flowers growing on the apple trees. We call the flowers 
‘apple blossom’. Later on, in the summer, apples will start to grow where the flowers were.

Ask your child for their ideas about how to show apple blossom on the apple trees. If they do not spontaneously suggest using white circles for the 
apple blossom, prompt them by focusing their attention on the few white circles that you have already put in place. If you need to, show them how to 
stick flowers (i.e. white circles) on the branches; allowing them to work independently if they can as before.

Encourage your child to admire their trees with green leaves and white apple blossom. Explain that it is really good to see so much blossom on the 
trees, because if we see a lot of blossom in the spring, then we know that the trees will be heavy with delicious apples in the autumn.

GREEN LEAVES AND APPLE BLOSSOM – continued 
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